RemoteCam4™ RC4-PSA™

Cisco SX20

RCC-H009
Unity to HDMI/9Pin Cable

RC4-HE

Integrator supplied
Single CAT5e or CAT6
UTP Cable
300' Maximum
EIA568A or B

WPS-12 30VDC
100-240V 47-63Hz
Power Supply

Power Control Video

RC4-CE

RC4-HE™ Head End
RemoteCam Digital™ Single Cable Link
RS232, VESA, Power, PoE

Available Accessories

RCM-PH1™
RC-RK2 or RC-RK4™
RCR-PH1™
RC-RKC™

Cisco PrecisionHD 12x/4xS1

RCC-C001
1' HDMI Cable Video

RCC-C002
1' RJ45 to RJ45 Cable
Power & Control

100-240V 47-63Hz
Power Supply

RJ45 Plug
Pin 1

T-568A

T-568B

Clip is painted
away from pin.